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need: Use this code to teleport to any marker on the map. View in. by: Czatox.
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Allows the specified player to use the command to see a list of a handful of random
items. The name of the item is the number of heads (0-19) from the HUD's Search

element, while the color is the number of heads (0-5) from the HUD's Selected Color
element, both from the player (also 0-19). If the specified item is not owned by the

player it will be given to the player on exit from the command, and if the player
does not have any of that item, they will receive a random one. When the player
dies the corpse will be teleported to the specified location. Location can be any of

the player's target locations. Note that target and target_char scripts must be used
to spawn the corpse. If the location is not target a message stating this will appear
when the player dies in the location. Queues specified mail for delivery today. The

ID is case-sensitive, and any zeros in the given ID will be replaced with underscores.
See Data/mail for valid IDs (after replacement) in the base game. Because of the

zero replacement, some letters (e.g., quest10) are inaccessible with this command;
broadcastmail may be a useful alternative in those cases. If the second parameter
is present (with any value), the noletter flag is set, which will add the mail to your
mail received list without showing a new mail indicator.Step II: Download Teleport
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